Build38 App Protection Case Study

Digital Identity Protection

Verimi is the European identity and trusted platform that unites all functions
related to digital identity: With Verimi, users can store their digital identity to
securely log in to online services, verify their identity online, sign and pay
digitally.
Verimi offers the highest security and data protection standards and the selfdetermination of the users regarding the use of their personal data.

Digital Identity – the user’s key to digital services

We already use many digital services every day, especially on mobile devices.
And each time we use our digital identity, e.g. in form of an email address or
artificial identity number. This makes it the most valuable asset that a person
can have and therefore requires continuous attention. Already today it is all
about our good name and our trust in private and business relationships. For
this reason, the protection of digital identity must also be at the highest level
and must comply with the legal requirements in all aspects.
Build38 and Verimi share a common vision: to provide the highest level of
trust and security to all digital users.

Security and trust for all mobile users, anytime

Build38 solves two challenges for Verimi with growing use of digital
identities: The Verimi app is protected on every phone, new and old, highend and low-budget, keeping security and integrity of Verimi’s service and
its users uncompromised. Also, the entire system including Build38’s cloud
security handles varying loads, from low to peak hour usage.

The smart Self-Defending App

The handling of personal data requires the app be protected against all
types of fraud and misuse. Similarly, the end user’s expectations is the app to
be working, frictionless and with ease of use.
Build38’s Trusted Application Kit provides continuously updated app
protection and monitoring, making sure the user’s personal data is protected
at all times and ensuring seamless usability for the app user. The app has
turned into a smart Self-Defending App.

eIDAS “substantial” compliance with Build38

Build38 provides the Trusted Application Kit SDK (T.A.K), a
collection of security functions every app needs, to Verimi.
Since the launch of the Verimi Digital Identity service, Build38
has been closely working together with Verimi’s security and
compliance teams on mobile security matters.
Recently, with Build38’s T.A.K SDK the Verimi app has passed
the essential mobile app penetration tests in the context of
its successful eIDAS “substantial” approval by the German
national cyber security authority, the Federal Office for
Information Security, or in short BSI.

Fast & easy integration

Always up-to-date

Proven & Reliable

Build38 can easily turn apps into a
self-protecting mode by using our
SDK. Once secured, the app is
immediately ready for distribution
via public apps stores.

Security is an arms race.
Once the solution is integrated,
apps will continuously receive
the latest security updates and
are continuously monitored.

The security of the Build38 solution
and level of customer service are
proven by third-party independent
labs and global customers.
Proudly developed in Germany.

Security: Develop in-house or third-party?

The dilemma many companies face when launching a solution or their
services on Mobile is: Should I develop the security mechanisms from scratch
or use third-parties to assist?
There are three major reasons to work with Build38. Time-to-market is of
essence, the faster you are in the field, the sooner you start reaping benefits.
Cyber and Mobile Security talent is scarce, we consolidate the experience of
our researchers to offer best in class security, validated by independent
security labs. Lastly, with Build38, the solution will always implement the latest
security measures and offer full visibility in the security landscape of the userbase, with no additional customer efforts.

Secure your Mobile Business with Build38

We have an extensive experience in securing Mobile Apps in multiple usecases. Be it Mobile Car Key, Digital Identity or Mobile Banking services, we are
the right partner with our track record of customers and recognition in the
market.
#buildonBuild38 and start Securing your Mobile Business.
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